Gateway to Peckham
Design Brief – Invitation to Tender
Document Reference: TPSCOM/13/025
Date: 02/10/13
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Summary
The Project Team (comprised of Network Rail, Southwark Council and the GLA) are looking for
a design team to assist in transforming the setting of Peckham Rye Station. The team is
focussed on delivering vital improvements to the station building (being progressed as a
separate project), an enhanced and enlarged public realm and associated active uses and a
new approach to commercial uses within the existing station arcade and surrounding railway
arches.
This current project seeks to unlock the potential of the station, associated railway arches and
the immediate surroundings by creating a public forecourt or station square, reconfiguring the
retail layout and creating a positive focal point for the area whilst unveiling the high quality
heritage asset of the station.

1.2

What we are looking for
The Project Team are looking for an enthusiastic, energetic design-led team that has the skill
and innovation to respond to the sites context and bold enough to change perceptions of the
immediate area and the adjoining town centre.
We are looking for a team that demonstrates professional and technical expertise in delivering
railway focussed projects alongside a strong design ethos and commitment to engaging the
community. The services and capabilities of the team should include (at least) a proven track
record in architectural/design work working within the operational constraints of a railway
setting, historical conservation, and cost management skills within an in-house or external
team. Section 4 below sets out these issues in more detail.
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1.3

Programme for selection process
Submission requirements and selection criteria are set out in 4.2 and 4.3 below. The
programme setting out key stages that this will involve is as follows:
Stage 1:

w/c 07/10/13 invitees to tender receive Design Brief with 3 week response period

Stage 2:

12h00 (noon) 25/10/13 closing date for fee proposals and responses

Stage 3:

Monday 28/10/13 project group reviews proposals, agrees and notifies shortlisted
bidders for interviews to commence later in the same week

Stage 4:

Weds/Thursday 30 and 31/10/13 interviews take place (at which stage the additional
presentation material described in Section 4 below will be required)

Stage 5:

Friday 01/11/13 winning bidder selected and advised of appointment; a
briefing/inception meeting will required with the winning party the following week so
shortlisted bidders are requested to ensure availability over this period from Stage 3
onwards.

Stage 6:

w/c 04/11/13 to w/e 21/02/14: 4 months for team to prepare design for planning
application. To include inception meeting with the Project Team in first week of this
stage, i.e. w/c 04/11/13.

Stage 7:

w/c 24/02/14 to w/e 24/05/14: submit planning application, 3 months for LBS to decide
application

Stage 8:

PLUS 6 week JR period to w/e 04/07/14 if no S106 required, or 6 weeks following
signing of S106 (however long that may take to agree and complete)

The successful team will be appointed by Network Rail in partnership with Southwark Council
and the GLA to prepare a design proposal. Applicants will be required to be familiar with
Network Rails Governance for Railway Investment Projects (GRIP) process and the proposal
must comply with GRIP stages 1-4 whilst also ensuring the projects progression through to
securing Full Planning Permission for the proposed design. Furthermore, the design team will
be required to participate in a programme of community engagement prior to submission of the
planning application that will inform the design process and ensure the widest possible support
for the project.
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2.

BACKGROUND AND SCOPE

2.1

Town centre context
As one of Southwark’s major town centres, Peckham provides a key role in supporting its local
community whilst providing a range of shopping, leisure and entertainment options for the wider
community. Peckham town centre has the most shopping floor space of all town centres in
Southwark (around 75,000sqm). The town centre has smaller shops along Rye Lane as well as
the Aylesham shopping centre and is a strong destination for food shopping, including a wide
variety of specialist and ethnic food shopping. There are many small businesses in and around
the town centre including a large and growing number of creative industries.
Peckham town centre is formed around Rye Lane, a long, narrow high street whose busy shop
fronts create a vibrant atmosphere but also contributes to pedestrian congestion along its
length.
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2.2

Policy context
The Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) is currently being prepared and is
pivotal in developing and implementing our long term vision for Peckham town centre over the
next 15 years.
The PNAAP will set policies specific to Peckham and Nunhead, with much of the focus on
Peckham town centre, as this is the area with the greatest potential for change. Maintaining and
strengthening Peckham’s role as a major town centre in Southwark is central to delivering the
vision of the PNAAP and Southwark’s Core Strategy.
Key strategies towards achieving this include:

•

Continue to improve as a major area for shopping and activity in Southwark. With facilities
and shops that create a destination for people to visit. Also to encourage more non-food
shops (such as clothes and books) alongside continuing to provide day to day shops.

•

Increase retail and business floor space and ensure new development provides attractive
ground floors with activity to the street. Working with developers to find opportunities for
some larger retailers to come to Peckham town centre.

•

Improve the look and feel of the town centre by improving shop fronts, cleaning buildings,
tackling street clutter and improving lighting of dark places/alleyways.

•

Using the heritage as an asset in regeneration focussed on Rye Lane.

The PNAAP currently includes site guidance on Peckham Rye Station.
2.3

Key drivers for the project
Southwark has experienced significant economic growth over the past decade, with a rapid
expansion of its business base coupled with considerable jobs growth. However, employment
growth in the Peckham and Nunhead area has historically been weak.
Despite investment in the north of the town centre, it is perceived by many users as run down
and not fulfilling its role as a retail centre appropriately. Whilst it offers a lot of convenience
goods with plenty of ethnic food shops, the level of shops which sell comparison goods is below
the national average. Many people choose to shop outside the borough for comparison goods
as a result.
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A first impression of Peckham from the station, a major entry point, devalues the town centre
and discourages visitors from spending time in the area and from making return visits. This
project aims to address the low quality environment around Peckham Rye Station, which
obstructs the local economy from benefitting from the high levels of passenger traffic at this
location.
The Gateway to Peckham project is one of several inter-related projects being delivered in and
around Peckham town centre over the next 10 years. These include;

• Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) for Peckham. The THI aims to support the high quality
redevelopment of historic buildings, public realm improvements and complementary
community activities in this historic town centre through a conservation-led grant scheme.
• Pocket places for people. This project is ‘reclaiming’ a series of ‘pocket places’ for people,
to help re-knit the social and physical fabric of Peckham focussed on Rye Lane.
Although unique in their individual nature and character, each of the projects will help improve
the experience of the town centre and enhance Peckham’s overall identity and sense of place.
These other projects are:
2.4

The site
Peckham Rye Station is located at the heart of the retail centre. Opened in 1865, the Grade II
listed building is an impressive station and is one of only four suburban stations on the London,
Brighton and South Coast Railway in London which survive in the house style of the 1860s.
The station has been substantially amended from the original design as the large forecourt
fronting Rye Lane was transformed into an arcade in the 1930s.

Figure 2 –Photographs of the forecourt, Past and Present
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The station is one of the main arrival points into Peckham and is key to supporting a vibrant
local economy. It is a recognised strategic interchange and in 2010 over 2.6million people
passed through the station; an increase of 3% from 2009 levels. These figures have since
increased on the completion of the London Overground’s Phase 2 of the East London Line
which has created an orbital railway around inner London and connects Peckham Rye directly
to Clapham Junction, Surrey Quays and Highbury and Islington amongst others. Despite the
grandeur of the building the station environs suffers from significant problems including; low
quality public spaces, poor visibility of the station from Rye Lane, no physical focus for the area
and a perception of crime in the area.
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3.

SCHEME SCOPE

3.1

General Objectives
The aim of this project is to unlock the potential of the station by creating a public forecourt,
reconfiguring the retail layout and offer, and ensuring that there is a vision for the future of the
station and surrounds. An improved station will be integral to stimulating regeneration within
Peckham and Nunhead, creating a focal point and encouraging people to use and enjoy the
area around the station.
The project is focussed on integrating the station layout with a new station forecourt and new
approach to commercial uses fronting the station and surrounding railway arches. The new
forecourt will complement the existing streetscape and neighbouring and future development
opportunities, to allow for pleasant and safe access into and out of the station throughout the
day and into the evening.

3.2

Network Rail objectives
Network Rail is responsible for the operation, maintenance, renewal and enhancement of the
rail network. As a statutory undertaker of the nationwide railway network, Network Rail is
required to generate outstanding value for customers and taxpayers by delivering a safer, more
reliable railway with greater capacity and efficiency. These aims are agreed within the strategic
framework set out by the Department for Transport (DfT) and then regulated by the Office of
Rail Regulation (ORR).
As the freehold owner of the subject site Network Rail is also required to demonstrate the value
generated both in monetary terms and the overall level of enhancements to be achieved to our
asset before site assembly and redevelopment can be approved by our Projects Investment
Panel.
In delivering this scheme in partnership with Southwark Council, we aim to deliver the following;
•

A superior experience for all rail passengers who choose to embark and disembark the
rail network at Peckham Rye Station.

•

An enhanced, compliant and fit for purpose station that allows present and future TOC’s
to continue to independently manage and maintain the asset efficiently.
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•

An improved offering of Network Rail owned commercial and retail space within the
station forecourt and surroundings arch estate as outlined in Appendix B.

3.3

Work to date
In 2012, Southwark Council with support from Network Rail undertook a feasibility/concept
design study that was used to create a business appraisal to support the delivery of the project.
A preferred option was developed through optioneering and a consensus agreed by Network
Rail and Southwark Council as to the preferred option layout. This layout is contained in
Appendix A. See also the Landolt & Brown Conceptual Design Work summaries dated October
and November 2012, from which this Appendix was derived.

3.4

Governance
Progress meetings between the project manager and the consultant team will be held fortnightly
to review progress. The project will be steered by a Project Board, consisting of Southwark
Council’s Director of Regeneration, Network Rail’s Director of Planning and Property, The
Mayor’s Regeneration Fund programme manager and supported by other Southwark Council
officers. Day to day liaison will be undertaken with the Project Working Group which brings
partners together including Network Rail, Southwark Council and Southern Railway.
The Working Group meets monthly to review progress. In addition, the project will be subject to
a number of formal and informal reviews at key milestones related to the programme shown in
Section 1.3 above. An informal design review is likely to be required to allow the project
partners to benefit from the insight and allow a wide group of stakeholders and consultees to
develop a consensus on the design direction. A formal review will take place when a project is
at a particularly challenging stage or where several projects with multiple stakeholders are
overlapping. Successful progress through this review is a GLA requirement before delivery
funding is released.
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4.

SELECTION PROCESS AND REQUIREMENTS

4.1

Expertise and team structure
While it is envisaged that the lead consultant will be an architectural practice it is expected that
the team should include, but not be limited to, at least the following related disciplines in order
to meet the Brief requirements: landscape architects, conservation expertise, community
engagement expertise, transport/circulation studies (pedestrian and vehicular), cost consultants
and engineering services, as appropriate and required.
If these disciplines are not available within the lead consultants own practice it is acceptable to
source these capabilities by the lead consultant appointing its own choice of sub-consultants.
The Project Board however reserves the right to accept the lead consultant but to require one
or more substitutions within the sub-consultant team.

4.2

Submission requirements/expected output
As part of the selection process invitees to tender will be required to prepare the following
material for Stages 1, 4, 6 and 7 of the timetable set out in Section 1.3 above:
4.2.1

Timetable Stage 1

Applicants should submit initial ideas and responses to the preferred concept chosen as part of
the earlier "optioneering" exercise discussed above in Section 3.3. This should include a
maximum 20 page submission (of no more than 5mb, submitted electronically) with
commentary on the preferred option identified to date, and potential improvements or
elaboration on how this could be developed further. Detailed plans or designs will not be
needed at this stage although invitees are welcome to include a modest amount of sketch work
to illustrate their initial ideas and commentary on the preferred option.
For each organisation that will form part of the team led by the lead consultant, please
summarise the relationship between the organisations (e.g. number of projects worked on
together, lines of reporting, duration of joint working, responsibilities held by the respective
organisations).
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Please confirm in your response that the lead consultant holds the following levels of insurance:
• Public Liability Insurance (PLI) of not less than £5million cover for any one occurrence or
series of occurrences arising out of one event for the duration of the project
• Employers Liability Insurance (ELI) of not less than £10million unless the employer is
exempt from the Employers’ Liability (Compulsory Insurance) Act
• Professional Indemnity Insurance (PII) of not less than £1million cover from appointment
of the lead consultant
The contract terms will contain the insurance provision and evidence of the above insurances
shall be provided by the successful consultant.
In order to satisfy GLA oversight of the selection process the submission and presentation
material for this stage should include provision of the following information (using the same
headings as provided below):
i) Past Experience of Similar Projects
Please describe your role and the issues faced in previous projects that fulfil one or more of the
following criteria (max. 2 sides of A4):
•

Urban analysis and strategy-making

•

Public realm and building design

•

Any past work carried out for NR

ii) Competency and Expertise
Please list the key staff members and any other organisations you will use to provide the
professional expertise required for this project. Please provide the following information for each
professional discipline (max. 2 sides of A4 in total):
•

Organisation name

•

Name of lead staff member

•

Their position and qualifications

•

Up to six bullet points summarising their relevant experience
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For each organisation that will form part of the team led by the lead consultant, please
summarise the relationship between the organisations (e.g. number of projects worked on
together, lines of reporting, duration of joint working, responsibilities held by the respective
organisations)
iii) Design Quality of Recent Projects
Please enclose images and summary information on up to three of your past projects. This
should include streetscape / town centre schemes, with plans of the existing site and the final
design, plus supporting graphic information as appropriate. Text should summarise the client,
brief, budget, scope of works and other key information that influenced your organisation’s role
and the design outcome.

iv) Proposed Work Stages and Responsibilities
In line with the overall programme set out in 1.3 above, please set out the intended work plan
for the Project in the form of a table. Please populate the table by listing the following:
•

The key activities to be undertaken by the applicant to achieve each milestone e.g.
devise consultation plan, secure approval of consultation plan from the Council,
organise public event, produce consultation boards

•

The deliverables e.g. drawings, designs, surveys, meetings, etc.

The main contributor(s) from the design team for those activities. We expect to have a single
main point of contact in the successful applicant’s team but would like to know who would
contribute to each activity.
The fee proposal should also be included at this stage. This should be an itemised and
fixed/capped quote for all work required to prepare a complete submission for Full Planning
Permission, but including a provision for potential amendments and attendance at further
meetings that may be needed to ensure consent is granted by the Local Planning Authority.
Key contacts from Network Rail Property will be available during Stage 1 (see timetable in
section 1.3 above) to answer questions or clarify issues regarding the scope of the Design
Brief.
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4.2.2

Timetable Stage 4

For those invitees who are subsequently shortlisted for an interview this will form the basis of a
presentation to the selection panel, expanding on their Stage 1 submissions, in order to
demonstrate a clear understanding of the brief and client objectives. Invitees are not however
expected to submit a full concept design at this stage although a greater use of illustrations and
graphic supporting work is expected at this stage.

4.2.3

Timetable Stages 6 and 7

Following the selection process and appointment of the final design team the following
documents and plans will be required, as a minimum, so that the team is able prepare and
submit a valid application for Full Planning Permission:
•

Existing and Proposed Plans including site and block plans, floor plans, elevations,
cross sections, and any other layouts, perspectives, illustrations or CGI’s as required

•

Supporting Text including Design and Access Statement and Circulation
Studies/Transport Assessment

•

Process for engaging the community in the design preparation/pre-application stage
leading up to submission of the planning application

4.2.4

Contract Specification

Network Rail contract referred to in 4.2.1 is NR03 Professional Services Agreement. Please find
copy attached to e-mail.

4.2.5

Queries during Tender process

Should you have any queries during the Tender process then please contact:
Robert.Baker3@networkrail.co.uk.
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4.3

Selection criteria
A selection panel comprising Working Group members from Network Rail Property, Southwark
Council and the GLA will assess the responses to the invitation to tender using the following
criteria:

Stage 3
screening

Selection criteria
Past experience of similar projects

8%

Competency and expertise

8%

Design quality of recent projects

26%

Proposed work stages and responsibilities

8%

Stage 5 final
selection

10%

Design approach

20%

Response to brief and challenges of Peckham town centre

50%

Communication and collaboration

20%

Cost - value for money of fee proposal
TOTAL

50%

0%

100%

100%

The selection panel is under no obligation to provide an interview to every respondent nor to
provide the detailed reasoning for its final selection but feedback can be provided on their
submissions if requested.
4.4

Submission deadline
The closing date for submission of fee bids and supporting documentation listed above is 12
noon Friday 25 October 2013. Please ensure that your submission is made via email to
Robert.Baker3@networkrail.co.uk no later than the appointed time. Your submission may not
be considered if it is received after the deadline.
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APPENDIX A – PREFERRED OPTION

(Please Note that the blue-grey area marked “B1/Business Light industrial” is now no longer included as part of this project)

APPENDIX B - NETWORK RAIL OWNERSHIP AND STUDY AREA AROUND STATION
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